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Synopsis

42 Studies for Violin by Rodolphe Kreutzer is a standard for exercises and technique studies with solo part and fingerings. Edited by Ivan Galamian.
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Customer Reviews

Galamian knew how to teach, and his suggested fingerings show exactly how left hand "strategy" and "tactics" should be practiced in modern Violin playing. (In contrast, see my total lambasting of the Schirmer edition, where a 1930-style "odd-numbered positions only" fingering strategy is used.) His bowing recommendations are as great as his fingerings. Yes, this one costs 4x more than the Schirmer Edition. But it teaches how to play efficiently, at lower risk of accidental errors, and creates particular bowing exercises which address common problems. BUY IT!

The very first etude is very demanding - therefore this book is should be for an advanced student. The second is the etude that was Jack Benny's musical signature....but with multiple bow patterns. Excellent book for a serious student.

It's most likely that if you are purchasing this, you are being required to do so because your teacher has put it on your list of violin music to buy. The International Edition is probably the most expensive, but the binding is done much better than Schirmer's Edition, for example. Since this is an Etude book that you will likely use for years and years to come, it's probably best to purchase one with binding that won't fall apart in a year. I purchased the 'cheaper' editions as a high school student and I have had to purchase International Editions of several of my standard pieces/etudes...
because the binding fell apart. If you are in it for the long run consider making an investment in quality binding

The layout is nice, great studies, really helps with technique. It's wonderful. Thank you so much for this product! Thanks.

The book is very useful for violin technique. My teacher calls it the violin bible. It arrived in very pristine condition.

I liked that the musical book came in the mail fast, and the book also looked in great, clean condition. Since I got this book, I have been playing the musical studies. Thanks.

I purchased this for my daughter and she really likes it. It provide excellent information on violin studies. I would recommend this book.

fast delivery and great quality product
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